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Estimation of population parameters for the common ancestors of humans and the great apes is important in
understanding our evolutionary history. In particular, inference of population size for the human–chimpanzee common
ancestor may shed light on the process by which the 2 species separated and on whether the human population
experienced a severe size reduction in its early evolutionary history. In this study, the Bayesian method of ancestral
inference of Rannala and Yang (2003. Bayes estimation of species divergence times and ancestral population sizes using
DNA sequences from multiple loci. Genetics. 164:1645–1656) was extended to accommodate variable mutation rates
among loci and random species-specific sequencing errors. The model was applied to analyze a genome-wide data set of
;15,000 neutral loci (7.4 Mb) aligned for human, chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, and macaque. We obtained robust and
precise estimates for effective population sizes along the hominoid lineage extending back ;30 Myr to the
cercopithecoid divergence. The results showed that ancestral populations were 5–10 times larger than modern humans
along the entire hominoid lineage. The estimates were robust to the priors used and to model assumptions about
recombination. The unusually low X chromosome divergence between human and chimpanzee could not be explained by
variation in the male mutation bias or by current models of hybridization and introgression. Instead, our parameter
estimates were consistent with a simple instantaneous process for human–chimpanzee speciation but showed a major
reduction in X chromosome effective population size peculiar to the human–chimpanzee common ancestor, possibly due
to selective sweeps on the X prior to separation of the 2 species.
Introduction
The effective size N of a population is directly related
to the genetic diversity that is maintained in the population
(Kimura and Crow 1964). Analyses of polymorphism data
have consistently estimated N  10,000 for the modern hu-
man lineage (e.g., Nei and Graur 1984; Takahata 1993; Yu
et al. 2001). Furthermore, a study of genome-wide linkage
disequilibrium, using an independent method, suggested
that our recent population size was 2–3 times smaller
(Tenesa et al. 2007). Although it is well recognized that
effective population size may be much smaller than census
population size, these estimates are still surprisingly low,
and there is considerable interest in determining possible
population bottlenecks in human evolutionary history. As
for other modern hominoids, studies of polymorphism in
nuclear noncoding regions estimated chimpanzee popula-
tion size to be N  21,000 and gorilla N  25,000 (Yu
et al. 2001, 2004; see also Kaessmann et al. 2001). Limited
data for the orangutan suggested higher diversity, but an ex-
cess of intermediate-frequency alleles implicated population
subdivision rather than greater size (Fischer et al. 2006).
Under the Fisher–Wright model, the expected time for
a large sample of alleles at a neutral locus to find their most
recent common ancestor is;4N generations, with standard
deviation (SD) at ;2.15N (e.g., Tajima 1983). Therefore,
with a generation time of ;20 years and an effective pop-
ulation size N  10,000, human diversity at neutral loci
contains no demographic information much beyond 1.5
Myr. However, at the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC), balancing selection has extended the mean coales-
cence time for human DRB1 alleles to;29 Myr (Satta et al.
1991). Takahata (1993) has argued that the diversity and
deep coalescence of MHC alleles imply N  100,000 over
this longer timescale.
A more ancient demographic history of the human lin-
eage may be inferred through comparison with the genomes
of other primates. The evolutionary distance between or-
thologous sequences from 2 species, such as human (H)
and chimpanzee (C), is attributable to 2 time components:
the speciation time sHC, which is common to all loci, and
the coalescent time in the HC ancestral population, which is
variable among loci. Calendar times are scaled into evolu-
tionary distances, with sHC 5 THCl, where THC is the time
in years to human–chimpanzee speciation and l is the mu-
tation rate, measured by the number of mutations per site
per year. Coalescence rate and variance are determined
solely by the scaled ancestral population size hHC 5
4NHCgl, where g is the generation time in years. With a sin-
gle locus, one cannot distinguish recent speciation with
a large ancestral population (small sHC and large hHC) from
ancient speciation with a small ancestral population (large
sHC and small hHC). However, Takahata (1986) pointed out
that data from multiple loci contain information about hHC
in the variation of observed divergences among loci, en-
abling us to estimate sHC and hHC jointly. Such inference
is nevertheless sensitive to mutation rate variation among
loci (Yang 1997b).
With data for 3 or more closely related species, addi-
tional information is provided by incomplete lineage sort-
ing. Consider the case of human (H), chimpanzee (C), and
gorilla (G), where the species tree is ((HC)G) (see fig. 1).
Coalescence of H and C alleles may occur in the internode
ancestral population HC, in which case the gene tree
matches the species tree. Otherwise, if all 3 alleles enter
the HCG ancestral population, they may coalesce in any
order with equal probability, with 2 of the 3 possible gene
trees in conflict with the species tree. The probability of spe-
cies tree–gene tree mismatch (PSG) is thus two-thirds the
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probability that no coalescence occurs in the ancestral pop-
ulation HC
PSG5
2
3
e 2ðsHCG  sHCÞ=hHC ð1Þ
(Hudson 1983). This probability is greater for larger hHC
and shorter internode time (sHCG  sHC). In real data sets,
the true gene trees are unknown, and a common strategy is
the so-called ‘‘tree-mismatch’’ or ‘‘trichotomy’’ method
(e.g., Chen and Li 2001), by which the theoretical proba-
bility (PSG) is equated to the proportion (PSE) of mis-
matches between the species tree and the estimated gene
tree. However, Yang (2002) pointed out that errors in gene
tree reconstruction inflate the mismatch probability so that
PSE is always greater than PSG, and this method may seri-
ously overestimate ancestral population size hHC (see also
below).
An alternative to the tree-mismatch method is the full
likelihood approach, including both maximum likelihood
(Takahata et al. 1995; Yang 2002) and Bayesian methods
(Rannala and Yang 2003). The likelihood function accom-
modates uncertainty in the gene trees, weighting each pos-
sible tree by its probability of occurrence. Another
advantage of the likelihood-based approach is that it takes
account of the branch lengths in the trees, which provide
information about gene coalescent times. The maximum
likelihood calculation involves multidimensional integrals
and is practical for small data sets only. The Bayesian
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm, as imple-
mented in the MCMCCOAL program (Yang 2002; Rannala
and Yang 2003), was feasible for analyzing large data sets
from multiple species, but few comparative primate data
sets were available in 2003.
In this study, we used MCMCCOAL for Bayesian co-
alescent analysis of a genome-wide data set of ;15,000
neutral loci (7.4 Mb) from 5 primate species (Patterson
et al. 2006). We updated the alignments to incorporate
the high-quality genome assembly sequence now available
for chimpanzee and macaque and trimmed the error-prone
ends of shotgun sequencing reads, leading to improved data
quality. The basic model in MCMCCOAL (Rannala and
Yang 2003) was extended to accommodate variable muta-
tion rates among loci and to allow for species-specific ran-
dom sequencing errors. We discuss the implications of our
parameter estimates for the speciation process between
human and chimpanzee.
Materials and Methods
Sequence Data
We retrieved the alignments of human, chimpanzee,
gorilla, orangutan, and macaque (HCGOM) of Patterson
et al. (2006). Those data were gorilla whole-genome shot-
gun reads aligned to human assembly sequence, to multiple
preassembly reads of chimpanzee and macaque, and to low-
coverage orangutan reads. We combined overlapping reads
into a single consensus sequence for each species and
extracted 50,321 segments with at least 300 sites aligned
for all species present in the alignment (table 1, row a). With
lower read coverage for orangutan in the public databases,
38% of segments included only the 4 species HCGM. In
most cases, segment ends corresponded to the end of a
gorilla shotgun read, or less often an orangutan read, with
mean length ;700 sites.
We improved the quality of the sequence data by incor-
porating the most recent genome assembly data for chimpan-
zee (panTro2, WashU build 2.1, October 2005) and macaque
(rheMac2, Baylor build 1.0, January 2006). Human loci were
identified in the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC)
Genome Bioinformatics pairwise BlastZ alignments of the
most recent human assembly hg18 (NCBI build 36.1, March
2006) against chimpanzee and macaque. Four percent of the
alignments were discarded because the loci mapped to breaks
in the UCSC alignments for HC or HM. The sequences were
realigned using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004). Default settings
were used, except for a reduced gap-opening penalty of
250, found empirically to reduce the number of poor align-
ments. In a small number of cases (144, 0.3%), substituting
UCSC-aligned chimpanzee and macaque sequences and re-
aligning resulted in more than doubling of at least one pair-
wise distance. These loci were discarded as either the original
alignments or the UCSC alignments may have been spurious.
Alignment ends corresponded to the error-prone ends
of G or O shotgun sequencing reads (see Results), so they
were truncated by 100 sites. (Truncating more sites showed
negligible further improvement in quality.) This approach
was preferred to the use of PHRED scores for individual
base calls because our model required continuous align-
ments (without internal gaps). Furthermore, the use of
PHRED thresholds may introduce bias (Johnson and
Slatkin 2008), and they do not account for all sources of
sequencing error. We preferred a conservative curation
FIG. 1.—The species tree for human (H), chimpanzee (C), gorilla (G),
orangutan (O), and macaque (M) showing the parameters in the model. For
each ancestral population (referred to as HC, HCG, HCGO, HCGOM), 2
parameters are defined: h 5 4Nlg and s 5 Tl, where N is the effective
population size, l is the mutation rate per site per year, g is the generation
time, and T is the species divergence time. Sequencing errors in C, G, and O
are modeled by excess branch lengths eC, eG, and eO.
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to avoid the risk of bias or overfiltering, which may remove
genuinely variable sites. Our data set statistics (see Results)
showed that we obtained high-quality continuous align-
ments of ;500 bp. Residual sequencing errors were dealt
with under the extended model.
Complete was the refined inclusive autosomal data set,
from which 2 data sets of neutrally evolving loci were com-
piled. The first was called Neutral. Starting with Complete,
we removed loci within 1 kb of UCSC known genes (Hsu
et al. 2006). We also removed some loci identified by Re-
peatMasker (Smit AFA, Hubley R, and Green P, unpub-
lished data), including noncoding RNA genes, simple
sequence repeats, and low-complexity regions. However,
we masked only a small subset of transposable elements
(TEs) in families that were potentially active in the past
40 Myr (see below). We also masked segmental duplica-
tions identified by the UCSC browser table for hg18. Re-
maining loci were uncharacterized but assumed to be
neutrally evolving. From a separate curated data set Com-
plete X, the same procedures were applied to X-linked loci
to compile the Neutral X data set.
The second autosomal data set was called Inert TE.
Here, in contrast to the conventional masking approach
(above) that assumes uncharacterized loci are neutral, we
positively identified well-characterized TE loci with phy-
logenetic evidence for neutrality. A large proportion of pri-
mate genomes is recognizable transposons, most of which
have been assigned to well-characterized families for which
detailed dated phylogenies are available (see below). We
selected elements, identified by RepeatMasker, known to
have been inert evolutionary fossils for at least 40 Myr.
In practice, there was considerable overlap between the
Neutral and Inert TE data sets. The major differences were
that Inert TE included intronic transposons that were absent
from Neutral, and that Neutral included uncharacterized in-
tergenic unique sequence. Inert TE was partitioned into the
4 major primate TE classes as follows:
Long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs): The young
LINE families L1H, L1P1-3, and L1PA1-7 were
recently active and were removed; older L1Ps and all
L1Ms have been inert since Old World monkey (OWM)
divergence and were included (Khan et al. 2006). The
Lyon repeat hypothesis (Lyon 1998) proposed a func-
tional role for LINEs on the X chromosome, but exclusion
of X-enriched L1 elements (Bailey et al. 2000) from our
data made little difference to the results, and they were
included in the results shown.
Short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs): Progressive
enrichment of Alu SINEs in GC-rich regions has led to
speculation about a functional role (Lander et al. 2001), but
the absence of genetic variation even in young elements
appears to rule out allelic selection; purifying selection
against Alu–Alu ectopic recombination is the probable
cause of enrichment (Batzer and Deininger 2002).
Accordingly, only the young AluY family was excluded;
AluJ, Sx1, and Sg1 were included, as were mammalian
interspersed repeat (MIR) (Lander et al. 2001) and the Alu
monomers (Quentin 1992).
Long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons: The en-
dogenous retroviruses (ERVs) probably derive fromT
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retroviruses, which lost infectivity but retained the
ability to transpose within the host genome. However,
the evolutionary dynamics of moderate and low-copy
ERV families are often uncertain and may include
reinfection (Bannert and Kurth 2006). Accordingly, we
adopted a conservative approach, including only the
well-characterized ancient nonautonomous mammalian
LTR retrotransposons (MaLR) and LTR class III (or
ERV-L), which are inert in higher primates (Smit 1993;
Lander et al. 2001).
DNA transposons: There is no evidence of DNA trans-
poson activity in the past 50 Myr, so all were included
(Lander et al. 2001).
An assumption of the model is free recombination
between loci. There is at present no definitive biological
model for patterns of recombination over evolutionary
time. Recombination appears to be concentrated at poorly
characterized hot spots, which are not conserved even
between humans and chimpanzees (Ptak et al. 2005). We
calculated an order-of-magnitude estimate of the recombi-
nation rate by considering the total length of the human ge-
nome linkage map, ;3000 cM (Kong et al. 2004), across
the 3  109 bp genome, implying a mean rate of c  108
per base pair per generation. With a generation time of 15
years, this amounts to 1 crossover per 1.5 kb per Myr. Thus,
a minimum separation of 10 kb between loci seemed ade-
quate to approximate the assumption of free recombination
over the timescale of hominoid and OWM evolution. Loci
were culled accordingly as the final step in preparation of
the Neutral and Inert TE data sets.
Bayesian Inference
We use the Bayesian method of Rannala and Yang
(2003; see also Yang 2002), implemented in the
MCMCCOAL program. The method can be used to an-
alyze sequence data from multiple loci from several
closely related species, accounting for the species phylog-
eny and random coalescent events in extant and ancestral
species. The JC69 mutation model (Jukes and Cantor
1969) is used for its computational efficiency and for
the well-known robustness of analysis of highly similar
sequences to the assumed mutation model. Here the role
of the mutation model is to correct for multiple hits to es-
timate the gene tree topology and branch lengths. In pre-
vious studies, parsimony and neighbor-joining produced
similar trees, and within the apes, even the infinite sites
model produced very similar estimates to the finite-sites
model (Satta et al. 2004). More complex models such as
HKYþC (Hasegawa et al. 1985; Yang 1994) are thus
deemed unnecessary in such analysis. The basic model
assumes neutral evolution at a constant mutation rate, free
recombination between loci, and no recombination within
a locus. Several extensions to the basic model are intro-
duced in this study.
Model of Sequencing Errors and Violation of the
Molecular Clock
The human sequences are assumed to be error free.
Sequencing errors in C, G, and O are modeled by adding
eC, eG, and eO to the lengths of branches leading to C, G,
and O in the gene trees (fig. 1). As the branch length is mea-
sured as the number of changes per site, the es here repre-
sent the error rate per base pair. Each of eC, eG, and eO is
assigned the gamma prior G(1, 1000), with mean 0.0010
and 95% credibility interval (CI) 0.0003–0.0037. Note that
the gamma distribution G(a, b) has mean a/b and variance
a/b2. Posterior distributions of eC, eG, and eO are generated
by the MCMC algorithm. Because accommodating errors
in M (by the use of parameter eM) would create an identifi-
ability problem, eM is not estimated. In some analyses, eM is
assigned a fixed value to model a higher mutation rate spe-
cific to the macaque lineage, as proposed in the hominoid
slowdown hypothesis.
Our model assumes that errors affect sites and loci at
random, at the same rate for the whole species. If the error
rate varies over genomic regions (e.g., due to different se-
quencing coverage), it may be more realistic to let e vary
among loci according to a prior. This is not pursued here.
Variable Mutation Rates among Loci
We implement 2 methods to accommodate variable
mutation rates among loci. In the first, fixed-rates model,
we estimate the relative mutation rate for each locus by
the average JC69 distances between macaque and the 4 apes:
dHCGO-M5 ðdHM þ dCM þ dGM þ dOMÞ=4: ð2Þ
This average distance is scaled such that the mean across all
loci is 1, and the resulting relative rates are used to analyze
data from 4 species only (HCGO) (Yang 2002).
The second model, referred to as the random-rates
model, assumes random rate variation among loci. Let
the rate for locus i be ri, with i 5 1, 2, . . ., L. To avoid
overparameterization, the average rate is fixed at one:
r5
PL
i51 ri=L51. Parameters hs and ss are then defined
using r. We assign a Dirichlet prior on the transformed
variables yi 5 ri/L, i 5 1, 2, . . ., L.
f ðy1; y2; . . . ; yLjaÞ5 CðLaÞ½CðaÞL
YL
i5 1
ya 1i ; yi.0;
XL
i5 1
yi5 1:
ð3Þ
The marginal mean and variance are E(yi) 5 1/L and
var(yi) 5 (L  1)/[L2(La þ 1)]. Thus, the prior density
on the rates, ri 5 Lyi, i 5 1, 2, . . ., L, is
f ðr1; r2; . . . ; rLjaÞ 5 CðLaÞCðaÞL
QL
i5 1
ðri=LÞa 1  1LL
5
CðLaÞ
½LaCðaÞL
YL
i5 1
ra 1i ; ri.0;
PL
i5 1
ri5 L:
ð4Þ
We have E(ri) 5 1, var(ri) 5 (L  1)/(La þ 1)  1/a for
large L, and corr(ri, rj) 5 1/(L  1). Parameter a is thus
inversely related to the extent of rate variation among loci,
and the impact of the prior can be assessed by changing a.
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Note that both equations (3) and (4) are (L  1)-
dimensional densities. The first (L  1) rates are working
variables in the MCMC, with the last rate rL5L
PL1
i51 ri.
A sliding window is used to update ri, i 5 1, 2, . . ., L  1.
The new rate is generated as ri ;U

ri  e

2; ri þ e

2

,
reflected into the feasible range (0, ri þ rL) if necessary,
with rL5rL 

ri  ri

. The proposal ratio is one. The prior
ratio of the move is, according to equation (4),
f

r1; r2; . . . ; r

i ; . . . ; r

L
a
f ðr1; r2; . . . ; ri; . . . ; rLjaÞ 5

ri r

L
rirL
a 1
: ð5Þ
Implementation of Bayesian MCMC Algorithm
For each analysis, we ran the MCMCCOAL algorithm
at least 3 times to confirm convergence. The MCMC was
found to have good convergence and mixing properties. For
analyses under different models, we used a burn-in of 5,000
iterations and then took 25,000 samples at every second
iteration. The SD across the 3 runs was ,0.5% of the
posterior mean of the same parameter. For the major results,
we ran longer chains, with 10,000 iterations for burn-in then
100,000 samples. There was no apparent difference between
the long and short runs.
Results
Data Compilation and Quality
Table 1 (rows a–d) shows our updating and refinement
of the HCGOM alignments of Patterson et al. (2006), by
incorporating recent high-quality assembly sequence for
C and M and by trimming 200 bp at the error-prone ends
of the alignments. Improvement of data quality was indi-
cated by reduction in pairwise distance estimates, better
conformity with the molecular clock, and approximately
equal estimates of the transition/transversion rate ratio j
(a/b in the notation of Kimura 1980) for all species pairs.
It was apparent that sequencing errors show a lower j than
mutations. Our curated HC distance estimate (0.0121) was
almost identical to the genome-wide estimate provided by
the Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium
(0.0123) (Mikkelsen et al. 2005).
This curation process yielded the inclusive autosomal
data set Complete. From it, we selected our principal auto-
somal data set Neutral by the conventional method of mask-
ing functional regions. (For the X chromosome, a separate
Neutral X data set was compiled by the same method.) Our
second autosomal data set, Inert TE, contains only TEs that
are well characterized and known to have been inert evo-
lutionary fossils for at least 40 Myr. We also analyzed 4
partitions of Inert TE corresponding to the 4 major classes
of primate TE: LINEs, SINEs, LTR retrotransposons, and
DNA transposons.
Analysis of the Neutral Data Set
Basic Model
Both the basic model of Rannala and Yang (2003) and
the extended models implemented in this article were ap-
plied to theNeutral data set, to examine the impact of model
assumptions about neutrality, mutation rate variation, and
recombination and to assess the sensitivity of posterior es-
timates to the prior. We describe these results first, which
also serve to identify the best model for our data. We then
present and discuss parameter estimates obtained under the
best model from the Complete, Inert TE, and Neutral X data
sets.
Under the basic model (Rannala and Yang 2003), we
assigned the same diffuse gamma prior G(2, 500) to the 4 h
parameters, with mean 0.0040 and 95% CI 0.0005–0.0111.
Diffuse gamma priors were also assigned to the s parame-
ters: G(4, 606) for sHC, G(4, 465) for sHCG, G(4, 219) for
sHCGO, and G(4, 131) for sHCGOM, with means 0.0066,
0.0086, 0.01826, and 0.0305, respectively. Those prior
means were calculated using the species divergence times
of Steiper and Young (2006) and the mutation rate 109
changes per site per year.
The posterior means of the parameters are shown in
table 2, row a. The 95% equal-tail CIs are narrow around
the mean, indicating the information content of this large
data set. At the posterior mean parameter values, the gene
tree for H, C, and G is expected to differ from the species
tree at PSG 5 29% of the loci (eq. 1). This is lower than the
PSE 5 40% in the phylogenetic analysis of a similar data
set by Ebersberger et al. (2007), but as discussed earlier,
PSE is an overestimate of PSG due to tree reconstruction
errors. Ebersberger et al. then considered only loci at which
the approximate posterior probability for the gene tree
exceeded 0.95, obtaining the mismatch probability 0.23.
This is a serious underestimate because conflicting gene
trees tend to have shorter internal branch lengths and weak-
er support than matching gene trees, and application of the
cutoff must have disproportionally removed conflicting
gene trees. Our estimate, lying between 0.23 and 0.40,
is thus qualitatively consistent with the estimates of
Ebersberger et al.
Random Sequencing Errors or Violation of the Clock?
After data refinement, the Neutral data set still showed
some branch length variation. By comparison with the H
lineage and with reference to outgroup M, excess branch
lengths were 0.0002 (50.0627 – 0.0625) in C, 0.0013 in
G, and 0.0023 in O (table 1). We analyzed the excess
branch lengths by counting site patterns for species triplets
(table 3). The proportions of sites with transitional (S) and
transversional (V) differences were counted on each line-
age. We subtracted the counts for H from the counts for
each of C, G, and O to obtain excess proportions S and
V for the C, G, and O lineages. Then j was estimated under
the K80 model
jˆ5 2  logð1  2S  VÞ=logð1  2VÞ  1 ð6Þ
(Kimura 1980; Jukes 1987). This is close to 2S/V when S
and V are small. The human sequence was assumed to have
no errors, providing a good estimate of j due to evolution,
at 4.6. If all the excess in C was due to sequencing errors, j
for sequencing errors was ;1.6. Accordingly, the j esti-
mates suggest that the excess for Oðjˆ52:2Þ was mainly
due to sequencing errors, whereas the excess for Gðjˆ53:6Þ
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was more consistent with a higher evolutionary rate. This
argument relied on the assumption that evolution and se-
quencing errors have distinct j ratios. The eventual release
of the finished gorilla and orangutan genome assemblies
may reveal the true extent of clock violation in these species.
Parameters eC, eG, and eO were introduced to accom-
modate branch length variation for C, G, and O due to either
species-specific sequencing errors or violation of the clock
(fig. 1). A gamma prior G(1, 1000), with mean 0.0010 and
95% CI 0.0003–0.0037, was assigned on each e. The pos-
terior means were 0.0002 for eC, 0.0011 for eG, and 0.0017
for eO (table 2). These were similar to the excess branch
lengths obtained by simple distance calculations (0.0002,
0.0013, and 0.0023, respectively; see above and table 1).
The introduction of e parameters had minimal effect
on estimates of hs. The divergence times (ss) became small-
er as excess branch lengths were accommodated by es
(table 2). As expected, es and the corresponding ss had
strong negative correlations (table 4). Furthermore, the priors
on es had virtually no effect on posterior estimates of hs and
ss (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online).
Overall, the effects of accommodating sequencing errors in
the model were minor, partly because of the low error rates
in the curated data.
The model of sequencing errors was also applied to
the uncurated data set, statistics for which were shown in
table 1, row a. This data set was known to include many
sequencingerrorsaswellasspuriousalignments(seeMethods).
The results were shown in table 5. Under the basic model,
h and s estimates differed considerably from estimates ob-
tained from the curated Neutral data set. However, for all
except the most distant ancestral population, the differences
were greatly reduced under the model of sequencing errors
(compare with table 2). As expected, the posterior estimates
of error rates (es) were much higher than for Neutral. Be-
cause the model performed well on this uncurated data set,
it seemed likely that the model would successfully accom-
modate any remaining lower level of sequencing errors in
the curated data set and that the inference was robust to
a small number of spurious alignments that may have es-
caped the curation process.
Contribution of Ancestral Polymorphism to H–C
Divergence
Note that the average coalescent time between 2 alleles
is 2N generations, equivalent to a distance of h/2( 5 2Ngl).
Therefore, the average H–C divergence dHC expected under
the model is given by
1
2
dHC5 sHC þ 12 hHC þ 12PHC

hHCG  hHC

þ 1
2
PHCPHCG

hHCGO  hHCG

þ 1
2
PHCPHCGPHCGO

hHCGOM  hHCGO

5 sHCþ12

1PHC

hHCþ12PHC

1  PHCG

hHCG
þ 1
2
PHCPHCG

1  PHCGO

hHCGO
þ 1
2
PHCPHCGPHCGOhHCGOM;
ð7Þ
where PHC5e2ðsHCGsHCÞ=hHC is the probability that 2 alleles
entering the HC ancestral population do not coalesce in thatT
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population (see eq. 1), and PHCG5e2ðsHCGOsHCGÞ=hHCG and
PHCGO5e2ðsHCGOMsHCGOÞ=hHCGO are defined similarly.
With the parameter estimates from the Neutral data set
under the basic model (table 2, row a), equation (7)
gave 1
2
dˆHC50:00410 þ 0:00181 þ 0:00074 þ 0:00001þ
0:0000050:00666, implying that 39% of the divergence be-
tween H and C is due to ancestral polymorphism (contributed
by the last 4 terms in eq. 7).
However, the predicted divergence 1
2
dˆHC50:00666 dif-
fered from the average JC69 distance dHC/2 5 0.01270/
2 5 0.00635 of table 1. Here we treat the JC69 distances
as observations to assess the fit of the model to data. Similar
comparisons of predicted and observed H–G, H–O, and
H–M distances did not show such a discrepancy (results
not shown). We note that only the H–C and HC–G diver-
gences are sufficiently close in time to generate a significant
proportion of gene tree–species tree mismatches, and the
tree mismatch information in the data is highly informative
about the parameters in equation (1) (hHC, sHC, and sHCG).
Under the basic model, it appeared that the excess branch
length in G due to sequencing errors could not be reconciled
with the tree mismatch information in the data, resulting in
a poor fit to the observed HC distance.
The fit improved considerably when sequencing errors
were accommodated in the model. As no errors were
assumed on the H lineage, the predicted average H–C
divergence was equal to the 5 terms of equation (7) plus
1
2
eC, or 12 dˆHC50:00385 þ 0:00165 þ 0:00077 þ 0:00002þ
0:00000 þ 0:00020250:00639 (using parameter estimates
from table 2, row b). This was very close to the observed
value dHC/2 5 0.00635 (table 1). The estimated contribu-
tion of ancestral polymorphism to H–C sequence diver-
gence was unchanged, at 39%.
Rate Variation among Loci
We first implemented the fixed-rates model, using ma-
caque to estimate relative rates (eq. 2) and analyzing data
from 4 species only (HCGO). Again, sequencing errors in C
and G were accommodated by eC and eG. With the removal
of macaque, eO could not be estimated because it was con-
founded with sHCGO. Instead, eO was fixed at 0.00173, the
estimate under the random-rates model (see below). The es-
timates of h and s for the 3 ancestral populations HC, HCG,
and HCGO (table 2, row c) were similar to those obtained
under the assumption of the same mutation rate for all loci
(table 2, row b).
The fixed-rates model estimated relative rates using
macaque data by ignoring polymorphism in the ancestor
HCGOM, which might be substantial if NHCGOM were
large. We thus implemented the random-rates model, in
which rates for loci were assigned the Dirichlet prior
(eq. 4), with parameter a inversely related to the extent
of rate variation among loci. We used a 5 25, so that
the relative rates have SD 0.2 in the prior, slightly lower
than the empirical SD (0.278) calculated by equation (2)
for the fixed-rates model. The estimate for hHCGOM
(0.0053) was about half that obtained under the basic
model. The inversely correlated parameter sHCGOM in-
creased slightly from 0.0260 to 0.0292. Parameters for
more recent ancestral populations (HC, HCG, HCGO) were
well estimated and changed little (table 2, row d).
Table 3
Proportions of Sites with Transitional (S) and Transversional (V) Differences when the Human Is Compared with Another
Ape in the Neutral Data Set
Species Triplet Total Sites
Human Lineage Excess in the Other Ape Lineage over Human
S (SXX) V (VXX) j S (XSX – SXX) V (XVX – VXX) j
HC–M 23,285,394 0.003933 0.001727 4.57 0.000068 0.000084 1.61
HG–M 23,264,472 0.004931 0.002164 4.58 0.000778 0.000429 3.63
HO–M 14,034,931 0.010072 0.004363 4.66 0.001287 0.001152 2.24
NOTE.—H is compared with C, G, or O, with the outgroup M used as reference. For example, H and C are compared in the first row. The proportion of sites with pattern
SXX (where human has a transitional difference while C and M are identical) is 0.003933. The proportion of sites with pattern VXX (where human has a transversional
difference) is 0.001727. These 2 proportions give j 5 4.57 by equation (6). Similarly, transitions and transversions are counted for the C lineage. The excess proportions of
transitions and transversions for the C lineage over the H lineage are shown in the table; these give the j estimate 1.61. Rows 2 and 3 are similar comparisons for HG and HO.
Table 4
Correlation between Parameters in the Posterior Distribution
hHC hHCG hHCGO hHCGOM sHC sHCG sHCGO sHCGOM eC eG
hHCG 0.26
hHCGO 0.01 0.04
hHCGOM 0.00 0.03 0.12
sHC 20.77 0.19 0.02 0.03
sHCG 0.20 20.42 0.00 0.06 0.21
sHCGO 0.01 0.12 20.67 0.10 0.18 0.31
sHCGOM 0.00 0.05 0.13 20.90 0.03 0.05 0.01
eC 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.05 20.41 20.53 0.27 0.03
eG 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.25 20.59 0.28 0.04 0.40
eO 0.01 0.08 0.02 0.03 0.15 0.27 20.43 0.09 0.23 0.24
NOTE.—The Neutral data set was analyzed under the random-rates model (Table 2, row d). Strong correlations are highlighted in bold.
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We changed a in the Dirichlet prior to assess the sen-
sitivity to the prior (supplementary table S2, Supplementary
Material online). Estimates of hHCGOM, and to a lesser de-
gree sHCGOM, were sensitive to a. However, parameter es-
timates for the other populations (HC, HCG, HCGO) were
stable, showing little change with wide variation in the
prior. We concluded that this data set contained sufficient
information on rate variation among loci to obtain reliable
estimates for all populations except the earliest, HCGOM.
Accordingly, estimates for hHCGOM were considered unreli-
able and were discarded from our final results; sHCGOM
estimates were retained but should be considered
approximate.
Hominoid Slowdown
There is considerable evidence for a rate difference be-
tween OWMs and the great apes (Goodman 1961; Li et al.
1996; Yi et al. 2002; Kim et al. 2006). Our data set lacked
an appropriate outgroup to provide new information about
such a rate difference; but if it exists, it might affect our
estimates. We ran MCMCCOAL with eM 5 0.0082 fixed.
This represented a one-third higher mutation rate on the ma-
caque lineage than in the apes. As would be expected, the
posterior estimate of sHCGOM became much smaller (table 2,
row e). However, our estimates for population sizes and
speciation times in the 3 more recent ancestral populations
(HC, HCG, HCGO) were robust to the proposed large dif-
ference in mutation rate between OWM and the hominoid
lineage.
Robustness to Priors
The effect of h and s priors on posterior parameter es-
timates was assessed in supplementary tables S3 and S4,
Supplementary Material online. Again, posterior distribu-
tions were found to be robust to drastic changes in the pri-
ors. In summary, we found robustness to all priors and
narrow confidence intervals, reflecting the large amount
of information in the data. We concluded that accommodat-
ing both excess branch lengths and rate variation among
loci did not overspecify the model for the Neutral data set.
Locus Length and Within-Locus Recombination
With an average locus length of 508 bp (Neutral data
set), the assumption of no recombination within a locus is
unrealistic over the timescale of hominoid evolution. In or-
der to assess the impact of recombination, we generated
data sets with progressively shorter loci by sampling one
segment of a specified length from a random position within
each locus in the Neutral data set. We predicted that if
recombination were a serious problem, the parameter esti-
mates would vary considerably with locus length because
recombination would have a greater impact on longer seg-
ments. The results of this analysis are shown in table 6.
The 95% CIs became wider when the segment size was
reduced, reflecting the reduced information content in the
data. Nevertheless, the posterior means for hs were not very
different from those obtained from the full-length data set.
Thus, our parameter estimates did not appear to be greatlyT
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sensitive to the effects of within-locus recombination. How-
ever, ignoring model violations such as within-locus re-
combination may have caused the 95% CIs in our main
analyses to be too narrow.
This analysis also highlighted the superiority of the
full likelihood method over the tree-mismatch method
(see Introduction). Our Bayesian analysis produced quite
reasonable estimates even when each locus contained only
50 sites, with on average less than one pairwise difference
between H, C, and G. The probability PSG of mismatch be-
tween the species tree and the gene tree, calculated from the
parameter estimates, increased only slightly from 31% for
the full-length data to 38% for the shortest loci (table 6 and
fig. 2). However, the probability PSE of mismatch between
the species tree and the estimated gene tree, which is used
by the tree-mismatch method, increased to 59% (fig. 2). It
was noteworthy that even with the full-length data, PSE
(0.41) was considerably higher than PSG (0.31), so errors
in tree reconstruction have a considerable impact on the
simple tree-mismatch method.
Analysis of the Complete and Inert TE Data Sets
From the above analysis, we consider the random-
rates model incorporating sequencing errors to be our best
model. This was used to analyze the Complete and Inert TE
data sets, with results shown in table 7. For Complete, es-
timates of hs and ss were all slightly smaller than those from
the Neutral data set. This can be explained by the presence
of a small proportion of masked sites under purifying selec-
tion. The ratios of s estimates between the 2 data sets sug-
gested that the mutation rate of Complete was about 0.97
times that of Neutral. Aside from this rate difference, the
parameter estimates were almost identical between the 2
data sets. The estimates were evidently robust to any vio-
lation of the neutral assumption in this large data set.
Estimates of hs and ss from the Inert TE data set are
comparable with those from the Neutral and Complete data
sets (table 7). However, the estimates suggest some varia-
tion in mutation rate among the 4 classes of TEs. We dis-
cuss the results below using a calibration to the H–C
speciation time.
Speciation Times and Ancestral Population Sizes
To translate hs and ss into population size Ns and di-
vergence time Ts, it is necessary to use a mutation rate l or
a divergence time for calibration. We calibrated to the
human–chimpanzee divergence time (THC), with 2 values
used: 4 and 6 Myr. Four million years is the minimum time
consistent with widely accepted fossil evidence for H–C di-
vergence (Leakey et al. 1995), whereas more controversial
fossil evidence (Senut et al. 2001; Brunet et al. 2002) might
require an earlier divergence at about 6 Myr. The generation
time was assumed to be g 5 15 years. Modern humans
have longer generation times, but ancestral species were
probably physically smaller, perhaps similar to modern
macaques, which have g 11 years (Gage 1998). The cali-
brated results are shown in table 8.
Calibration to THC 5 4 Myr implied a mutation rate of
0.98  109 per site per year for the Neutral data set. This
was similar to the commonly used rate l 5 109 per site
per year (e.g., Takahata et al. 1995; Rannala and Yang
2003). The population size for the HC ancestor (NHC)
was estimated to be ;105, about 10 times larger than esti-
mates for modern humans. This is consistent with Takahata’s
(1993) early estimate from analysis of MHC alleles and is
much larger than the estimates of Yang (2002) and Rannala
and Yang (2003) from the data of 53 loci of Chen and Li
(2001). The latter data set may be atypical in having an
Table 6
Posterior Means and 95% CIs (in parentheses) of Parameters when Shorter Loci Were Sampled from the Neutral Data Set
Locus Length hHC hHCG hHCGO sHC sHCG sHCGO sHCGOM PSG
508 6.2 (5.8–6.6) 3.3 (3.2–3.4) 6.1 (5.8–6.3) 3.8 (3.7–3.9) 6.2 (6.1–6.3) 13.7 (13.6–13.8) 26.0 (25.8–26.1) 0.31
333 6.7 (6.1–7.4) 3.5 (3.3–3.6) 5.9 (5.6–6.2) 3.7 (3.5–3.8) 6.0 (6.0–6.1) 13.6 (13.4–13.8) 25.5 (25.3–25.7) 0.33
200 7.3 (6.4–8.3) 3.7 (3.5–3.8) 6.5 (6.2–6.9) 3.5 (3.3–3.7) 5.9 (5.8–6.0) 13.2 (13.0–13.4) 25.2 (24.9–25.4) 0.35
100 7.8 (6.1–9.6) 4.2 (4.0–4.4) 7.1 (6.6–7.6) 3.4 (3.1–3.7) 5.6 (5.5–5.8) 12.9 (12.6–13.2) 24.5 (24.2–24.9) 0.37
50 6.9 (4.4–10.1) 4.6 (4.2–5.0) 8.3 (7.5–9.1) 3.4 (2.9–3.9) 5.4 (5.2–5.6) 12.2 (11.7–12.6) 23.7 (23.1–24.2) 0.38
NOTE.—The model of sequencing errors is used, with h and s parameters scaled by 103 and results for hHCGOM are not shown. For the samples, error rates are not
estimated but are fixed at the posterior means estimated for the full-length data set (table 2, second row). PSG is the tree mismatch probability for H, C, and G.
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FIG. 2.—Errors in phylogenetic tree reconstruction inflate the species
tree–gene tree mismatch probability. PSG is the probability of mismatch
between the species tree and the gene tree, derived from the coalescent
parameter estimates by equation (1), whereas PSE is the probability of
mismatch between the species tree and the estimated gene tree. Both refer
to the phylogenetic relationship among H, C, and G. Data sets with
progressively shorter loci, used in table 6, are analyzed.
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unusually small variance across loci in sequence divergen-
ces and a small gene tree–species tree mismatch proportion
(PSE 5 0.203) (Yang 2002; Satta et al. 2004). Estimates for
earlier ancestral populations NHCG (55,000) and NHCGO
(85,000) were somewhat smaller. The species divergence
times were estimated to be 6.4 Myr for gorilla, 14.6 Myr
for orangutan, and ;25–30 Myr for macaque.
When calibrated to THC, estimates from the Complete
data set were very similar to the Neutral data set. Applica-
tion of the same calibration to the 4 classes of TEs suggests
that they have different mutation rates (table 8). LINE
elements have the lowest mutation rate, with the rate
for DNA transposons 6% higher, LTR transposons 11%
higher, and SINEs 17% higher. When this rate difference
is accounted for, the 4 TE classes gave very similar esti-
mates of Ns and Ts, which are somewhat higher than the
estimates from the Neutral data set (by about 25% for Ns
and less for Ts). One reason could be the smaller mean locus
length (321 vs. 508 bp), so that the modeling error due to
within-locus recombination is reduced (see table 6 for the
impact of locus length).
Calibrating to THC 5 6 Myr instead, the mutation rate
for theNeutral data set was only 2/3 as large, at 0.65 109
mutations per site per year, implying that all population
sizes and divergence times were 1.5 times as large as under
the calibration THC 5 4 Myr. The divergence time of 45
Myr for macaque (THCGOM) seemed too old, although
the hominoid slowdown model with a one-third higher rate
for macaque reduced the estimate to 37 Myr.
The calibration THC 5 4 Myr may be preferable, as
seemingly incompatible fossil evidence (Senut et al.
2001; Brunet et al. 2002) may be due to lineage sorting
in hominoid ancestors. Ebersberger et al. (2007) discussed
the intriguing impact of widespread ancestral polymor-
phism and lineage sorting on the interpretation of morpho-
logical evolution and fossil data. The authors noted that
coding and regulatory regions of the genome were affected
by lineage sorting as much as neutral regions even though
the former had lower rates of evolution. Some morpholog-
ical traits specific to modern humans arose by genetic mu-
tation in the HC common ancestor, with polymorphism
maintained through the time of H–C speciation. Genetic
and corresponding morphological polymorphisms could
then be present in both species until eventually one allele
and the corresponding trait were fixed in each species.
Thus, early fossil remains, despite the presence of apomor-
phies specific to modern humans, might be from either
the human or chimpanzee lineage or from their common
ancestor.
X Chromosome Divergence and Human–Chimpanzee
Speciation
We first considered the ratio of mean genetic diver-
gence between X and the autosomes (A), d(X)/d(A), calcu-
lated directly from JC69 distance estimates in species
comparisons (table 1 last row). The d(X)/d(A) ratio was
0.70 for H–C, 0.80–0.82 between any other 2 apes, and
0.84–0.85 between any ape and macaque. Under a coales-
cent model with one ancestral population size, the d(X)/d(A)T
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ratio may be expressed in terms of the population param-
eters as
dðXÞ
dðAÞ
5
sðXÞ þ 12 hðXÞ
sðAÞ þ 12 hðAÞ
5
lðXÞ
lðAÞ
 TðXÞ þ 2NðXÞ
TðAÞ þ 2NðAÞ
: ð8Þ
(A more accurate formula may be constructed using eq. 7 to
account for several ancestral population sizes.) Therefore,
d(X)/d(A) is affected by the mutation rate ratio l(X)/l(A), the
ratio of speciation times T(X)/T(A), and the ratio of effective
population sizes N(X)/N(A). Our model allowed estimation
from the data of 4 s and 4 h parameters for the 4 ancestral
populations separately for X and for A, without imposing
extrinsic assumptions about parameter values.
We applied the random-rates model to the Neutral X
data set, using the same priors on hs and ss as for the au-
tosomal analyses. (Although systematic differences were
expected between the X and the autosomes, the priors were
diffuse and the posterior was insensitive to wide variation in
the prior mean.) Parameters eC, eG, and eO representing se-
quencing errors were not estimated but were fixed at the
posterior means obtained for the Neutral data set. The re-
sults are shown in table 7, last row. Estimates of hs and ss
for the X were lower than for the autosomes (A).
To assess the relative importance of various factors in
causing the small d(X)/d(A) ratio for H–C, we first calculated
the ratios s(X)/s(A) for the 4 ancestral species: 0.79 for HC,
0.86 for HCG, 0.81 for HCGO, and 0.87 for HCGOM
(table 9). These ratios were similar, and the average (0.83)
lay within the 95% CIs for all 4 populations. In theory, a for-
mal hypothesis testing or Bayesian model comparison can be
used to compare 2 nested models. The more general model
is the separate analysis of the Neutral and Neutral X data,
estimating a set of 4 s and 4 h parameters for each. The null
model assumes that all 4 speciation times are the same be-
tween X and A and that l(X)/l(A) is constant. This null
model is equivalent to placing the constraint on the param-
eters of the general model that s(X)/s(A) is constant across all
4 ancestors. This is a model of simple speciation (see Dis-
cussion). Although the general model is implemented to
produce results of table 7, the null model has not been im-
plemented. Instead, we use a less rigorous argument: the
fact that the estimated s(X)/s(A) ratios are similar and their
mean is inside all the 95% CIs suggests that a Bayesian
model comparison would favor the simpler model of lower
dimension (Dawid 1999). Our estimates are therefore con-
sistent with the simple null model of simultaneous specia-
tion. A similar conclusion was reached by Innan and
Watanabe (2006) who applied a model of gene flow to neu-
tral data from human and chimpanzee.
Because T(X) 5 T(A), our estimates of s(X)/s(A) were
estimates of the X/A mutation rate ratio l(X)/l(A). The mean
Table 8
Posterior Means and 95% CIs (in parentheses) for Hominoid Effective Population Sizes N (1,000) and Speciation Times T
(Myr) using 2 calibrations: H–C speciation at 4 or 6 Myr
Data Set l NHC NHCG NHCGO THCG THCGO THCGOM
Calibration: THC 5 4 Myr
Complete 0.95 99 (95–102) 55 (54–56) 85 (82–87) 6.4 (6.4–6.5) 14.6 (14.5–14.7) 29.6 (29.4–29.8)
Neutral 0.98 104 (97–112) 55 (54–57) 84 (80–89) 6.4 (6.4–6.5) 14.6 (14.5–14.8) 29.9 (29.6–30.1)
With hominoid slowdown 0.98 104 (97–111) 55 (54–57) 79 (75–84) 6.4 (6.3–6.5) 14.7 (14.6–14.9) 24.8 (24.6–25.0)
Inert TE 0.93 122 (113–131) 66 (64–68) 110 (104–115) 6.7 (6.6–6.8) 15.6 (15.4–15.8) 33.3 (33.0–33.6)
LINE 0.85 129 (115–144) 66 (63–69) 110 (102–118) 6.8 (6.7–6.9) 15.4 (15.2–15.7) 34.8 (34.2–35.4)
SINE 0.99 127 (111–143) 76 (72–79) 120 (110–129) 6.8 (6.7–6.9) 16.4 (16.1–16.7) 34.0 (33.5–34.5)
LTR 0.94 128 (107–152) 65 (61–70) 105 (93–117) 6.7 (6.5–6.8) 15.2 (14.8–15.6) 34.9 (33.7–35.4)
DNA 0.90 112 (86–142) 67 (61–73) 119 (102–136) 6.5 (6.3–6.7) 14.6 (14.1–15.1) 34.4 (33.3–35.1)
Calibration: THC 5 6 Myr
Complete 0.64 148 (142–154) 83 (81–84) 127 (123–131) 9.6 (9.6–9.7) 21.9 (21.8–22.1) 44.4 (44.1–44.6)
Neutral 0.65 157 (146–168) 83 (81–86) 126 (120–133) 9.6 (9.5–9.7) 22.0 (21.7–22.2) 44.8 (44.4–45.2)
With hominoid slowdown 0.65 156 (145–167) 83 (80–85) 119 (112–127) 9.6 (9.5–9.7) 22.1 (21.9–22.4) 37.2 (36.9–37.5)
Inert TE 0.62 182 (169–196) 99 (96––102) 164 (156–173) 10.1 (9.9–10.2) 23.4 (23.1–23.6) 49.9 (49.5–50.4)
LINE 0.57 194 (173–216) 99 (94–103) 165 (152–177) 10.1 (10.0–10.3) 23.2 (22.8–23.5) 52.3 (51.3–53.0)
SINE 0.66 190 (167–215) 113 (108–119) 180 (165–194) 10.2 (10.0–10.3) 24.6 (24.1–25.0) 51.0 (50.3–51.7)
LTR 0.63 192 (161–228) 98 (92–105) 157 (139–175) 10.0 (9.8–10.2) 22.8 (22.3–23.3) 52.3 (50.6–53.1)
DNA 0.60 168 (129–213) 100 (91–110) 179 (154–204) 9.8 (9.5–10.1) 21.9 (21.2–22.7) 51.5 (49.9–52.7)
NOTE.—The random-rates model is assumed. Average rate among loci l is scaled by 109 mutations per site per year.
Table 9
Posterior Means and 95% CIs (in parentheses) for Parameter Ratios between X Chromosome and Autosomes
Population H HC HCG HCGO HCGOM
s(X)/s(A) NA 0.79 (0.72–0.86) 0.86 (0.82–0.90) 0.81 (0.77–0.86) 0.87 (0.83–0.91)
h(X)/h(A) 0.61 0.43 (0.33–0.54) 0.62 (0.50–0.76) 0.64 (0.39–0.89) Not shown
N(X)/N(A) 0.73 0.51 (0.39–0.65) 0.75 (0.60–0.91) 0.77 (0.47–1.06)
NOTE.—NA, not applicable. The Neutral X and Neutral data sets were analyzed under the random-rates model. The posterior distribution for s(X)/s(A) (and similarly for
h(X)/h(A)) was constructed by independent random sampling from the posterior distributions of s(X) and s(A), generated in the MCMC. This gave almost identical results to
the approach of diving the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of s(X) by the posterior mean of s(A), possibly because the posterior distributions of both s(X) and s(A) are highly
concentrated. The mean of s(X)/s(A) across the 4 populations, 0.83, was used to estimate l(X)/l(A), which was then used to convert h(X)/h(A) into N(X)/N(A) for each population.
The estimate for h(X)/h(A) in modern humans is from Sachidanandam et al. (2001).
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estimate was l(X)/l(A) 5 0.83. The mutation rates on X and
on A are expected to be different, with l(X), l(A), because
X chromosomes spend more time in females, experiencing
a lower mutation rate due to male mutation bias (Haldane
1935; see Ellegren 2007 for review). Let a be the male/fe-
male mutation rate ratio. Then with X spending 2/3 of the
time in females and 1/3 in males, whereas an autosome
spends half of the time in each, it is expected that
lðXÞ=lðAÞ5

2
3
þ 1
3
a

1
2
þ 1
2
a

or
a5
4  3lðXÞ=lðAÞ
3lðXÞ=lðAÞ  2
ð9Þ
(Miyata et al. 1987).
By this equation, our estimate l(X)/l(A) 5 0.83 im-
plied aˆ53:0. This lay within the range 2–5 obtained in sev-
eral previous studies (Lander et al. 2001; Goetting-Minesky
and Makova 2006; Taylor et al. 2006). Our estimate was
higher than the 1.9 calculated by Patterson et al. (2006:
supplementary note 8), who used l(X)/l(A) 5 0.899, their
d(X)/d(A) ratio for H–M. The d(X)/d(A) ratio for H–M from our
data was 0.85 (table 1, last row), which would imply aˆ52:6
by the method of Patterson et al. In any case, this method
ignores the effects of ancestral polymorphism and is ex-
pected to overestimate l(X)/l(A) and underestimate a (see
eq. 8, noting that N(X) , N(A)).
Note that l(X)/l(A) has a narrow range from 4/3 to 2/3
corresponding to a from 0 toN, so a is rather sensitive to
l(X)/l(A) (eq. 9). The 95% CIs for s(X)/s(A), while consistent
with a constant l(X)/l(A), cannot exclude some variation in
l(X)/l(A) between ancestors, which if present might corre-
spond to considerable variation in a. This caveat is appli-
cable to any estimate for a derived from a comparison
between X and A. However, our results below showed that
such variation in a, if present, was not the principal cause of
the low d(X)/d(A) seen for H–C.
We next considered the ratios h(X)/h(A) for 3 ancestral
populations. The posterior means and 95% CIs are shown in
table 9. The ratios for HCG (0.62) and HCGO (0.64) were
similar to the estimate (0.61) obtained for modern humans
by Sachidanandam et al. (2001). We adjusted these ratios
by our estimated mutation rate ratio l(X)/l(A) 5 0.83 to ob-
tain the ratio of effective population size, N(X)/N(A). This
was 3=4, as expected under a simple model with balanced
sex ratio, in which the population contains 3 X chromo-
somes to every 4 autosomes. However, for the HC common
ancestor, h(X)/h(A) was considerably lower, at 0.43. Adjust-
ing by l(X)/l(A) 5 0.83 implied N(X)/N(A) 5 0.51. Even if
a were considerably higher than our estimate of 3.0, say
a 5 6.0 (which would imply l(X)/l(A) 5 0.76 by eq.9),
the estimate for N(X)/N(A) would only increase to 0.56, still
much lower than the expected value of 3=4.
Our estimates imply an unusually small X chromo-
some effective population size in the HC common ancestor.
Furthermore, the size reduction was transient in the HC
population, not inferred in earlier ancestors HCG or HCGO
or in modern humans (Sachidanandam et al. 2001). A sim-
ilar result of low relative diversity for the X chromosome in
HC and normal relative diversity in HCG was obtained by
Hobolth et al. (2007), who implemented an approximate
hidden Markov chain model to deal with recombination
and applied it to a somewhat smaller data set.
Discussions
The Power of Joint Likelihood Analysis of Multiple
Species
We made 2 significant improvements to the data set of
Patterson et al. (2006): incorporation of recent assembly se-
quence and recuration of the data to obtain high-quality
continuous alignments instead of single sites. Furthermore,
we used a new method to compile a data set containing
well-characterized inert elements rather than uncharacter-
ized presumptively neutral sequence. The broad similarity
of parameter estimates between the data sets suggested that
the results were reliable.
We extended the Bayesian coalescent model of
Rannala and Yang (2003) to accommodate variable muta-
tion rates among loci and to account for sequencing errors
or violation of the clock. Using the Neutral data set, we
showed that posterior parameter estimates were insensitive
to wide variation in the priors. An exception was the earliest
ancestral population size, where outgroup information was
absent. We considered the impact of model assumptions
concerning recombination. We ensured adequate locus sep-
aration (10 kb) to satisfy the assumption of free recombi-
nation between loci and sampled short segments from each
locus to verify the robustness of our results to potential vio-
lations in the assumption of no recombination within a
locus. This analysis allowed us for the first time to obtain
robust and precise population size estimates for the entire
hominoid lineage extending back to the cercopithecoid
divergence approximately 30 Myr ago. Throughout this
period, hominoid ancestral populations were shown to be
an order of magnitude larger than modern humans.
Our analysis demonstrated the importance of adopting
a probabilistic model and a rigorous statistical methodology
in inference problems that involve multiple parameters with
complex dependence structures. Indeed the power of the
full likelihood approach is manifest only in joint analysis
of sequence data from multiple species. When only 2 spe-
cies are analyzed, estimation of the ancestral h may be crit-
ically compromised by the strong correlation between h and
s, and by rate variation among loci, which is confounded
with stochastic variation of coalescence times (Yang
1997a). Such sensitivities exist also in analysis of more than
2 species (table 4 and supplementary table S2, Supplemen-
tary Material online), but the effects are mostly limited to
the population parameter and divergence time of the earliest
ancestor (hHCGOM and sHCGOM in our example), whereas
the parameters for more recent populations are barely
affected.
We found it valuable to model sequencing errors ex-
plicitly in the analysis. When the error rate is comparable to
the level of natural polymorphisms, population genetics in-
ference may be seriously affected. We performed a heuristic
analysis of the extent of sequencing errors in our data, by
using the observation that the transition/transversion rate
ratio due to evolution differs from that due to sequencing
errors. In general, evolution and sequencing errors may
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have different characteristics and such differences may be
accommodated in the model. Experimental data may now
exist which would allow analysis of empirical patterns of
sequencing errors for building better models. This issue
may become even more important with the availability
of new high-throughput sequencing technologies with
higher error rates at low coverage, with characteristic error
distributions that differ between technologies (Johnson and
Slatkin 2008).
Human–Chimpanzee Speciation and Transient Reduction
of Effective Population Size in the HC Ancestor
Patterson et al. (2006) suggested that the human–
chimpanzee speciation process was complex, with exten-
sive hybridization following initial separation of the 2 spe-
cies. This provocative hypothesis was based on 2
observations: 1) the high variation in sequence divergence
throughout the genome and, in particular, 2) extreme reduc-
tion in sequence divergence on X relative to the autosomes
(d(X)/d(A)) for H–C. Wakeley (2008) pointed out that the
null hypothesis of simple speciation was never tested or re-
jected by Patterson et al. (2006). As correctly observed by
Barton (2006), the variation in sequence divergence across
autosomal loci can be explained by stochastic fluctuation in
the coalescent process in the common ancestors under
a model of simple speciation without introgression. As
our results have shown, the simple speciation model pre-
dicts considerable variation between loci, with the gene tree
differing from the species tree ((HC)G) at about one-third of
loci and with ancestral polymorphism accounting for 39%
of the average H–C sequence divergence. We now turn to
the more complex analysis of evidence for reduced diver-
gence on X between human and chimpanzee.
The d(X)/d(A) ratio for H–C calculated from table 1 of
Patterson et al. (2006) was 0.0053/0.0070 5 0.750.
(Wakeley 2008 calculated this to be 0.76 for the same data,
the slight difference being probably due to different correc-
tions for recurrent mutations.) The ratio from our data was
0.0088/0.0127 5 0.70 for H–C and 0.82 for H–G (table 1,
last row). Note that even though the sequence distances in
the data of Patterson et al. (2006) were much smaller than
ours due to those authors’ removal of hypermutable CpG
sites, the d(X)/d(A) ratios were similar.
By equation (8), the small d(X)/d(A) ratio for H–C could
be due to any of the following ratios being small: l(X)/l(A),
T(X)/T(A), or N(X)/N(A). The methods used by Patterson et al.
(2006), which rely on counting variable (divergent) sites
and calculating distances between species pairs, may not
be powerful enough to disentangle the relative contribu-
tions of these factors. To account for the mutation rate dif-
ference between the X and the autosomes, Patterson et al.
(2006: supplementary note 8) rescaled the d(X)/d(A) ratios
for H–C and H–G by the ratio for H–M, yielding 0.835
(50.750/0.899) for H–C and 0.977 for H–G. The values
from our data are similar, at 0.82 (50.70/0.85) for H–C
and 0.96 (50.82/0.85) for H–G (see table 1, last row). This
procedure is equivalent to treating the d(X)/d(A) ratio for H–
M (0.899) as a direct estimate for l(X)/l(A), ignoring poly-
morphism in the ancestor HCGOM, to calculate the scaled
ratio,
dðXÞ
dðAÞ
.
lðXÞ
lðAÞ
5
TðXÞþ2NðXÞ
TðAÞþ2NðAÞ in our notation. Patterson et al.
(2006: supplementary note 2) estimated ranges of parame-
ter values under a simple demographic model to assess
whether it was compatible with the observed X/A ratios.
The authors’ use of only total counts of variable sites (in-
stead of the original sequence alignments) meant that the
model was unidentifiable, so that a number of constraints
on the parameter values were applied. As the observed
X/A ratio for H–G could be predicted by the model under
reasonable parameter values, Patterson et al. (2006) consid-
ered it unlikely for the mutation rate to have changed during
the evolution of the great apes and thus ruled out variation
in l(X)/l(A) (or variation in a) as a possible reason for the
low d(X)/d(A) ratio for H–C. This procedure does not con-
stitute a statistical test, in which one would estimate the pa-
rameters from the data and use the estimates to generate the
null distribution of the test statistic (see also Wakeley
2008).
Wakeley (2008) pointed to reports that the male/fe-
male mutation rate ratio may indeed have changed during
primate evolution (Goetting-Minesky and Makova 2006)
and suggested that the estimate of a used by Patterson
et al. (a 5 1.9, calculated from l(X)/l(A) 5 0.899 for
H–M) might be too low. Wakeley (2008) suggested that
if a was larger in the HC ancestor (a 5 3.7), the d(X)/d(A)
ratio for HC would fit the theoretical expectation from the
calculation of Patterson et al.’s. We return to this point
below.
Although considering a change in l(X)/l(A) to be un-
likely, Patterson et al. (2006) did not discuss the relative
importance of the T(X)/T(A) and N(X)/N(A) ratios as possible
causes for the reduced d(X)/d(A) ratio in the HC ancestor (see
eq. 8). A difference in speciation time, T(X) , T(A), if es-
tablished, would provide strong support for the hypothesis
of complex speciation with introgression. Introgression is
often followed by nonrandom removal or retainment of ge-
nomic regions in the recipient species depending on
whether the loci are involved in genomic incompatibility
(e.g., Noor et al. 2000; Bull et al. 2006; Geraldes et al.
2006). Loci contributing to reproductive isolation tend to
be overrepresented on the X chromosome due to the so-
called ‘‘large X effect’’ (Dobzhansky 1936). Patterson
et al. (2006; 2008) postulated that a complex speciation pro-
cess involving hybridization after the separation of the 2
species might be the cause for the reduced H–C sequence
divergence. An even more complex scenario has been sug-
gested by Mallet (2007, personal communication), in which
hybridization occurred in a small local subpopulation, and
the chimpanzee X carrying advantageous alleles spread as
a wave of advance across the rest of the large human pop-
ulation, whereas almost all the chimpanzee autosomal ge-
nome became diluted and lost through meiotic reassortment
(except for a very few loci under selection to ameliorate
hybrid incompatibilities). Depending on the strength of se-
lection and whether there was enough time for recombina-
tion to act, the whole or part of the X chromosome could be
affected. The model predicts a chimpanzee origin for the
X chromosome and human origin for the autosomes. Nev-
ertheless, this complex speciation model as well as the
Hominoid Ancestral Population Sizes 1991
versions proposed by Patterson et al. (2006, 2008) appears
to predict a small sHC for X instead of a small hHC for X.
By simultaneously analyzing data from multiple spe-
cies under a rigorous probabilistic framework, we were able
to resolve the factors that contributed to the small d(X)/d(A)
for H–C based solely on the data. Our estimates showed that
s(X)/s(A) for H–C was similar to other species pairs, whereas
h(X)/h(A) was unusually small (table 9). Because s(X)/s(A) is
the product of T(X)/T(A) and l(X)/l(A), we argued that to
a good approximation, T(X) 5 T(A) and l(X)/l(A) is con-
stant. We drew the following conclusions about the process
of human–chimpanzee speciation. 1) The low H–C diver-
gence on X is not explained by current models of hybrid-
ization and introgression because these models imply small
s(X)/s(A), not the observed small h(X)/h(A). 2) Although the
data cannot exclude some increase in a in the HC ancestor
as postulated by Wakeley (2008), this was not the principal
cause of the low divergence on X because we saw no sig-
nificant drop in l(X)/l(A) for H–C. 3) The principal reason
for the unusually low divergence observed on X between
humans and chimpanzees was a major transient reduction
in X-linked effective population size (small N(X)/N(A)) in
the HC ancestor.
The reasons for the small N(X) in the HC ancestor are
unknown. In theory, a highly unbalanced sex ratio or high
variance in the reproductive success in females could cause
N(X)/N(A) , 0.75, but to produce N(X)/N(A) 5 0.51, the fe-
male effective population size would need to be close to
zero. This explanation thus seems biologically unreason-
able. Selection at linked loci may reduce the effective pop-
ulation size at neutral sites under 2 well-established models.
In the ‘‘hitchhiking’’ model (Maynard Smith and Haigh
1974), the selective sweep to fixation of a beneficial mutant
wipes out standing polymorphism at linked neutral loci. In
the ‘‘background selection’’ model (Charlesworth et al.
1993), the steady removal of deleterious mutants has a
similar effect in reducing polymorphism at linked neutral
loci. However, increased exposure of deleterious recessives
on X should lead to a lower frequency of deleterious alleles,
and a weakened effect of background selection on X, lead-
ing to higher rather than lower N(X)/N(A) for neutral loci
(Charlesworth 1996). In a modern population of Drosoph-
ila simulans, Begun and Whitley (2000) found greatly
reduced X chromosome diversity and proposed that posi-
tive selection (hitchhiking) was the most likely cause. The-
oretical studies by Betancourt et al. (2004) suggest that
selective sweeps are indeed more effective in reducing
diversity at linked neutral loci on X than on the autosomes.
This effect is due to 2 factors. First, advantageous muta-
tions, if they are partially recessive, will have a faster fix-
ation (substitution) rate on X because partially recessive
alleles are somewhat shielded from selection on the auto-
somes but exposed on X (Charlesworth et al. 1987).
Second, the shorter sojourn time of a beneficial mutation
on X en route to fixation means fewer generations for re-
combination to occur during a selective sweep (Aquadro
et al. 1994). In Drosophila, the absence of recombination
in males offsets the second effect by increasing the relative
recombination rate on X. In mammals, where chromosomes
do recombine in males, the relative loss of diversity on X is
predicted to be greater (Betancourt et al. 2004), but it is un-
clear whether selective sweeps can cause such a large
reduction in relative population size (N(X)/N(A)) as we
observe in the human–chimpanzee ancestor.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary tables S1–S4 are available at Mo-
lecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.
oxfordjournals.org/).
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